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Legally constituted on February 14, 2003 before the Notary Public No. 5 of the City of Mexico, book 1646 instrument 80,486 of his records



The “exchange of ideas, information, art, language and other aspects of culture 
among nations and their peoples in order to foster mutual understanding”. (1)

UNESCO defines culture as the set of distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and 
emotional features of society or a social group, that encompasses, not only art and 
literature, but lifestyles, ways of living together, value systems, traditions and beliefs 

(UNESCO, 2001).

1  “Cultural Diplomacy, Political Influence, and Integrated Strategy,” in Strategic Influence: Public Diplomacy, Counterpropaganda, and Political 
Warfare, ed. Michael J. Waller (Washington, DC: Institute of World Politics Press, 2009), 74.

WHAT IS CULTURAL DIPLOMACY?



Culture is essential in the foreign policy of any country because it supports its 
identity in the international arena.

CULTURE



The concept of cultural diplomacy includes the concepts of cultural diffusion and 
cultural cooperation.

For this reason, the Mexican Friends Association aims to show the world why and 
in what sense Mexico is a nation rich in culture.

CULTURE



PUPPET SHOW, 2014



ETHIOPIA, 2015



SHAKESPEARE 400 AND A DAY, 2016



2019, RODRIGO DE LA CADENA



• Free concert for members of the AABA Mexico, with the Filarmónica de las Artes. 
• To expand our network of collaborators through memberships

• Due to the crisis of Pandemic, we have a weekly Facebook Live Program titled “AABA Cultural Dialogues”. The purpose is to 
have presence in social media with our followers presenting subjects about Egypt and Mexico.

2020 PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES



 We have a bimonthly participation in the Horizontum magazine, with articles about Egypt and Mexico. The magazine is focused on 
business and culture.

• We participate with the IFBA (International Friends of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina) Bimonthly Newsletter regarding our activities.

2020 PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES



The participation of the Embassies is important for the cultural diffusion. 
We have always been in close contact with the Egyptian diplomatic representation 

in Mexico.

EMBASSIES



We have also sought and obtained the support of the Mexican ambassador to 
Egypt.

MEXICAN EMBASSY IN EGYPT



The purpose of this presentation is to suggest that you approach your embassies 
and reinforce the importance of your culture through cooperation activities with 

your diplomatic representations.

Thanks!



www.aabamexico.org.mx
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